
 
 

PRESS RELEASE 

A PEEK INSIDE THE WATCH WORLD 

SINGAPORE, April 2019 – Producing top-notch mechanical watches modified with 

components from Switzerland have long been a signature for specialty mechanical 

watchmaker, Arbutus. While focusing on inner mechanisms, Arbutus also does not 

compromise on the designs of these watches for the fashion oriented watch connoisseurs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With quality, price and design in mind, Arbutus has launched the new AR1807 collection. 

This series run on 40 hours power reserve automatic movement. The dial, sized at 42mm, 

emblazons an open heart design, at the 9 o’clock position, showcasing every mechanism 

working in unison for each heartbeat of the watch.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
On top of that, it features a concoction of modern and classic indexes, with roman numerals 

placed at 12, 3 and 6 o’clock position along with the stylish markers at other hours spot. This 

fusion empowers the watch to be à la mode coupled with a touch of class. 

Skilled technicians from Arbutus have assembled AR1807 and metamorphose it into an 

everyday watch that can be worn anywhere, anytime while looking elegant, eliminating the 

fear of having an unattractive watch or paying a premium price for a mechanical timepiece. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The AR1807 watches are coupled with black or deep brown leather strap stainless steel 

bracelet, and priced economically from S$375 to S$435. This makes the timepiece highly 

accessible to the everyday man despite the sophisticated craftsmanship behind it.  

This chic watch can be exhaustively defined by a saying mentioned by the superlative 

painter who was epitomised as the “renaissance” man, Leonardo Da Vinci, “Simplicity is the 

ultimate form of sophistication”.  

 
 
 
 
  



 
ABOUT ARBUTUS 
 
In the frenetic, exhilarating fast pace of the modern city where technology rules our daily 
lives, art provides that edge of vibrancy that stirs our creativity and redefines our 
personality. Specialty mechanical watchmaker, Arbutus, stands out in the modern 
marketplace as an artisanal timepiece with pure mechanical self-winding movements 
featuring complications such as calendar functions, small seconds sub-dials and moon 
phases – a striking wearable piece of art that reflects the edgy chic of the young 
cosmopolitan city dweller who is cool and technologically-savvy, yet truly unique in 
character with a taste for modern creativity and the unconventional.  This perfect harmony 
of the “art” of traditional watchmaking combined with modern styling comes only from a 
pure watch brand that knows and understands consumers' needs - Arbutus.  
 
 
AVAILABILITY 
 
Arbutus watches are available at leading department stores (TANGS at Tang Plaza, TANGS at 
VivoCity, Robinsons The Heeren, OG Orchard Point and Albert Complex) and authorised 
watch retailers.  
 
For further information and the list of authorised retailers, please call Crystal Time (S) Pte 
Ltd at +65 6747 8888, visit the website at www.crystaltime.com.sg, Arbutus Singapore 
Facebook page at www.facebook.com/ArbutusSingapore, or Arbutus Singapore Instagram 
page at https://www.instagram.com/arbutus_sg. 
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